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Abstract
A new video-speed, current-mode, CMOS, sample-andhold circuit haF been developed. It operates with a supply
voltage as low as 1.5 Vand a signal-to-noise ratio (SIN)
of 57 dB and 54 dB at clock frequencies of 20 MHz and
30 MHz.It consists of current mirror circuits with an
analog switch and a capacitor placed in differential fonn
to achieve high accuracy without being affected by the
switchfeed-through error. Voltages at the input and the
output terminals of the current mirror circuit are kept
constant to obtain precise current matching. The circuit
was fabricated using 0.6 L,L m MOS devices with normal
threshold voltages (Vth) of +O 7 V (NMOS) and -0.7 V
(PMOS).

1. Introduction
Today, LSI supply voltagesare decreasing because LSIs
are severely limited by device breakdown voltages and
because they need to achieve low power dissipation.
However, it is usually difficult to lower the voltage of
highanalog circuits while preserving high-precision and
speed characteristics. When the voltage range available
for the signal is reduced, the signal-to-noise ratio and
distortion deteriorate. The influence of reducing the
supply voltageis therefore severe.Our approach to solve
this problem is to use signal current instead of signal
voltage asa canier of information [ 11. Low-power, lowvoltage operation is possible becausethe voltage change
ineachnode is suppressed. Furthermore, high-speed
operation is possible because the impedance of each node
becomes low. Until now, however, there has been no
practical demonstration of the low-voltage, high-speed
operation capabilities, except for low Q filters [2]. It is
difficult to match input and output currents well, and
this limits the overall performance of an analog circuit.
This paper presents the design and evaluation
results of a
MOS sample-and-holdcircuitthatrealizes
1.5 V
operation,30 MHz sampling and 9- to10-bitlevel
accuracy.

2. High-precesion current mirror
circuit

Figure 1 shows the conventional MOS current mirror
circuit which is configuredas a low-voltage sample-andhold circuit. M1 and M2 form a simple current mirror
when SWl is on, and input signalcurrent is mirrored to
the output. When SWl turnsoff, the gate-to-source
voltage of M2 at that time is memorized in Chl. This
voltage across the capacitor remains constant, so Iout
becomes constant, accomplishing the input current hold
operation. To convert the input voltage to the current,
external resistor Rin is used. The voltage at terminal IN,
however, changes nonlinearly as the input signal level
changes as shown in the figure, introducing a signaldependent current conversion error. The drain-to-source
voltage ofM1 also changes as input signal changes,
resulting in a change of the current mirror ratio. The
output voltage (Vout)is fixed in this case.
To resolve this issue, we should insert a positive
amplifier between terminalIN and the gate of transistor
M1. This is shown in Fig. 2. PMOS transistor M3 with
its bulk terminal connected to Vcc and a current source
Ibl form the positive amplifier. In the figure, current
(J+Iin) flows in n-channel tr,ansistor M1, whileWIN at
terminal NIN is fixed by the gate-to-source voltageof pchannel transistor M3. The current through transistor
M3 is the constant current Ibl; therefore, its gate-tosourcevoltageremainsconstant.Theinputvoltage
change A VNIN becomes
A VNIN = ( gds3/gm lgm3 )Iin
(1)
where gml is the transconductanceof transistor M1, and
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Figure 1 . Conventional low-voltage sample-andhold circuit
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This gives rise to the bulk effect, and Vthp becomes
large. Therefore, the condition required in equation 3 is
satisfied.
The minimum supply voltage of the circuit in Fig. 2
becomes VNIN plus the voltage necessary to maintaina
current source J+Ibl. With Vthp of -1V, the minimum
supplyvoltage
is estimated to beroughly
1.5V,
considering the bulk effect of M3.

3. Sample-and-holdcircuit
The current-mode CMOS sample-and-hold circuit
shown in Fig. 4 was designed. An input signal current
of +200,u A is applied to terminal A through external
Figure 2. High-precisionlow-voltage sample-andresistor Rin. The circuit in Fig.2 greatly suffers from
circuit hold
switches.
analogfromfeed-through
error
clock
Differential
placement
of sample
switches
and
cancellation of the clock feed-through are necessary [3].
In order to achievehigh-precisioncurrent
mirror
operation, the drain voltages of transistors M2 and M12
arealso kept constant byusing the replica PMOS
version of the circuit in Fig. 2.Voltages at both
terminals AandC
in Fig. 4 are constant, and the
................. ....................j
....
currents
in
M1
and
M2
become independentof the input
AVNIN
signal change. Voltagesat out and out/ terminals are also
...........
.....
kept constant because these terminals are assumed to be
......
...
............. ....1.............
connected to the virtual ground of external operational
amplifiers in the evaluation and to the same kind of
0.0001
I
I
I
I
J
240
200
280
320
300
400
constant voltage input terminals when this sample-andhput Current lin [PA]
(pa&---pa*)
'hold circuit is used in combination with a current-mode
A D converter. Therefore, the currents flowing in M2,
M4 and M5 areset equal. When clock feed-througherror
Figure 3. Voltage change at input terminals
is generated in SWl, the voltage across Chl changes.
Suppose that the current change - A I occurs in M2 due
to the voltage change at Chl. The currents flowing
gm3andgds3are
the transconductanceand output
through
M17, M4, and M5 then
also change by AI
conductance of transistor M3. Equation 1 indicates that
of
clock
feed through is
each.
Because
the
same
amount
A VNIN becomes much smaller than in the conventional
expected
to
be
injected
from
SW2
to
Ch2,
the same
current mirror circuit due to the ratio gds3/grn3. This
amount
of
current
change
as
in
M2
(A
I
)
is
considered
situation was SPICE-simulated as shown in Fig. 3. A
to be generated in M12, M7, M14 and M15. Thecurrent
VNINshows the peak-to-peak voltage variation at
change caused by theswitches' clock feed through inM5
terminal NIN in Fig. 2, while AVIN is that at terminal
is - AI, and that in M7 is also -AI. These two current
IN in Fig. 1. Excellent current matching is obtained for
changes
cancel each other, and clock feed through will
M1 and M2 in Fig. 2 because voltages of both the input
not
influence
the output current Iout. The same kind of
and output terminals become constant. The input current
clock
feed-through
cancellation occurs at terminalout/.
change canbe reproduced by usingthe voltage change at
the gate of M1. The voltage VNIN at terminal NIN and
4. Experimental results
drain-to-source voltageVds3 of M3 become
r
W I N = IVthpl + d
vds3=~~-vthn-~&
The circuit in Fig. 4 was fabricated using CMOS 0.6
(2)
provided that J>Iin. Vthpand p p are the threshold
,u m devices. NMOS transistors have a Vth of +0.7 V,
voltage and the transconductance parameter of M3, and
andPMOS transistors, -0.7 V, .
Vthn and /? n are the those for M1. For M3 to operate in
Figure 5 shows input and output waveforms in the
the saturation region, the conditions below
are required.
sample-and-hold mode with a 1.5 V supply and a 20
~ t h p> ~Vthn +
(3)
MHz clock. The upper waveform is the 1 MHz input
In this design, M3's bulk terminal is connected to Vcc,
with a full scale level ( -t 1.02 V for a 5.1 K 52 resistor),
and M3's source terminal is connected to terminal NDJ.
and the lower waveform is the output. As the outputs of
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Figure 4. Low-voltage, high-performance sample-and-hold circuit
the chip are currents, they were converted to voltage by
using external operational amplifiers on an evaluation
board.
Figure 6 presents the results of a beat frequency test in
which harmonics of the 9.9MHz input signal (upper
trace) are mixed witha 20 MHz block and producea beat
frequency (lower trace). This test checks to what extent
the circuit can track input amplitude
changes.
Figure 7 illustrates the frequencyspectrum of the
output waveform witha 30 MHz clock. The input signal
was full-scale with a frequency of 1 MHz. RBW was 100
KHz;VBW, 1 KHz; and frequency span, 15 MHz. The
observednoiselevelwas
.-85 dBm,whilethe
-10 dBm,
fundamental, second, and third harmonics were
-58 dBm and -59 dBm, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the signal-to-noiseratio with changing
input signal frequency in the sample-and-hold mode. The
bold line shows the S / N value when the clock frequency
was 30 MHz; the chained line shows the S / N with a 20
MHz clock. The S / N at low frequency reached54 dB and
57 dB for clocks 30 MHz and 20 MHz. The S / N was not
significantly degraded even for a 15MHz input signal.
W can conclude that the S / N was 9-bit level for a 30
MHz clock and10-bit level for a 20 MHzclock.
Figure 9 shows a photograph of the chip, and Table 1
summarizes the chip's overallperformance. Power
dissipation was 2.3mW.

The author would like to thank Ricoh Corporation,
Tokyo for fabricating thechip.
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5. Conclusion
M were able to demonstrate 1.5V operation ofa
30Msps CMOS current-mode sample-and-hold circuit.
This was achieved using transistors with normal Vth
values.
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Figure 5. Input and output waveforms
( fin=l MHz, 0 dB full scale input, Vcc=l.5 V,
~l0&=20MHz )
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Fig. 6 Result of the beat frequency test
( upper, In; lower, out; fin=9.9 MHz, OdB of full
scale; Vcc=l.5 V; clock=20 MHz)

Figure 9. Microphotograph of the chip

Table 1. Overall chip performance
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-- -. Figure 7. Spectrum of the output signal
( fin=l MHz, 0 dB full scale input,
Vcc=l.5 V,
clock=30 MHz, RBW=100 KHz, VBW=l KHz,
span=l5 MHz )
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Figure 8. Input signal frequencyvs. S/N
( 0 dB f u l l scale input, Vcel.5 V )
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